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The Context
Inside this week’s edition…
The USD Week - Bias is Neutral
- by Tony Nyman, p3-4
After the mega positive (albeit with some degree of scepticism) +2.5mln NFPs,
we'll be keeping an eye on the Usd Index pre-release low of 96.44 to see
whether that can become at least a near-term base.

Euro Corp Comment: Negative NICs Remain a Feature in Another Active Week
- by Matthew Barrett, p5-6
Year-to-date euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance now stands at EUR249.37bn
which is some 55% ahead of where we were at this stage in 2019. And, the
pace of issuance is not expected to slow anytime soon.
MXN Still Compares Favourably on Carry Basis, as Hunt For Yield Returns
- by Natalie Rivett, p7-9
Investors' attitudes to Emerging Markets and wider risk assets have improved in
recent weeks as they look beyond lockdown restrictions and weak economic data
and revert to a hunt for yield, amid lower volatility. The Mexican Peso was the
biggest beneficiary of this hunt for yield among EM currencies in May…

China Insight: Bonds Sold Off After PBOC Opted For Unconventional QE
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12
On 1 June, PBOC announced several new measures to support small and microsized enterprises (SMEs). The most important one is an additional re-lending
facility of CNY400billion yuan to support SME credit loans.
Know The Flows: June Kicks Off With Record Setting Inflows For Bond Funds
- by Cameron Brandt, p13
The week ending June 3 saw EPFR-tracked Money Market Funds record their
biggest outflow since the second week of January. But, rather than chase rallying
equity markets, investors have shifted their focus to fixed income groups.

US 3mth/10yr Spread – Targets 89.844, Perhaps 123.653
- by Ed Blake, p15
Look for spread widening targeting 89.844, perhaps 123.653 on extension. Stop
under 45.011 and consider reversing position of a break under 35.778.

US Investment Grade: Slow(er), But Steady
- by Ken Jaques, p10
Over the past decade, June ranks as the tenth busiest month of the year,
averaging a mere $74.214bln in ex-SSA issuance – we're already more than half
way there ($48.2bln).

USD Index – Volatility Spike Hints at Wider Topping
- by Andrew Dowdell, p16
Look to sell rallies for a target of 93.878. Above 98.645 relieves short-term
pressure, but bulls would need to regain 100.931 to strengthen.

SSA Snapshot: Italy’s Record Breaker Stands Out Amongst Deluge of Demand
- by Matthew Barrett, p11
In a week where the ECB announced an expansion and extension of its
quantitative easing measures, euro SSA supply picked up and was given a big
boost by the Republic of Italy's latest record-breaking syndicated BTP.

Spot Gold – 1765.43/1796.08 Targeted While Over 1659.55
- by Ed Blake, p17
Buy dips in anticipation of an uptrend resumption targeting 1765.43 and then
1796.08. Place a protective stop under the 1659.55 higher low.
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The USD Week - Bias is Neutral
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 4
Back to Index Page
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The USD Week – cont’d
Expected Usd Index trading range is 96.25-97.75.
After the mega positive (albeit with some degree of scepticism) +2.5mln NFPs, we'll be
keeping an eye on the pre-release low of 96.44 to see whether that can become at least a
near-term base.
See top far right of the Dashboard and hopes for a V-shaped economic recovery at least in
the US so this week’s data run that includes NFIB small business optimism Tue, CPI Wed,
initial claims Thu and the Michigan sentiment will all attract varying degrees of interest.
See also the second window and that of positioning, net (ICE Dollar Index) longs down to
+8258 in the last week in the latest COT report as the commodity bloc and Scandis in
particular go on the charge early month.
So, will the NFPs prove a game changer and benefit the Dollar broadly or will the
improvement only help the risk-on bloc even further? We suspect the market will stick
with trend and the latter overall. A US growth advantage could prove a prop of sorts, but
the yield one has all but vanished.

RISK:
• The FOMC Wed - Powell seen reassuring investors he'll keep rates near zero and
maintain policies to support the economy. Clues on future stimulus and bond buying
plans will obviously be the focus, but will such plans be delayed by the booming NFPs?
What if cheap liquidity gets taken away. We don't think the Fed will be ready for any of
that, but if so it could see a swift return to the Dollar.
• A second COVID wave?
• Seasonality in Jun and the Dollar can be a broad loser during the month. We wrote in
our Viewpoint on the 2nd that among the beneficiaries can be the commodity bloc,
including the AUD and we ran a profitable long AUD/USD at 0.6850 for 0.7000 last
week.

Back to Index Page

• A more sustained reversal appears to be underway, with 95.914 eyed next ahead of a
return to the Mar 94.650 prior swing low
• Current leg down off 99.975 (25 May) is looking stretched, but rallies should attract
fresh sellers ahead of 98.270/.645 former range lows, near the recently breached 200DMA (approx 98.48)
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Euro Corp Comment: Negative NICs Remain a Feature in
Another Active Week
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
Corporate issuance remained plentiful in the latest week with Friday's post-ECB trades from
Schneider Electric and Covestro lifting the weekly euro haul for the asset class up
to EUR9.25bn.
Whilst not a small number by any stretch, it is lower than the prior week's EUR10.775bn
haul and marks a third straight week of contraction, with Monday's European holiday and
the latest ECB meeting helping to keep a lid on activity.
Year-to-date euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance now stands at EUR249.37bn which is
some 55% ahead of where we were at this stage in 2019.
And, the pace of issuance is not expected to slow anytime soon with the ECB's additional
stimulus measures announced on Thursday set to provide another shot in the arm.
As a reminder, the central bank said that it would be expanding its PEPP by EUR600bn with
an extension until at least Jun 2021 whilst also reinvesting proceeds from maturing PEPP
holdings until a minimum of year-end 2022 (see here for the full takeaways).

Leading the way last week was Airbus (EUR3.5bn 6/10/20yr) which printed its second threepart issue in just over two-month. Demand for the latest trade was a blowout at
EUR15.1bn+ and marked the joint 5th biggest euro corporate trade of 2020 so far (see chart
below).
And, it was notable that this trade printed with much smaller NICs in the region of 10bps
compared to the 35-55bps the borrower paid at the end of March, which suggests the
pricing power is now back with issuers following a blip at the height of the coronavirus
worries.

Airbus' latest transaction wasn't the only example that pricing power is with issuers, with six
of the week's nine corporates securing pricing through fair value.
In fact, the average NIC last week came in at negative 8.1bps which was the lowest of the
year so far.
Standing out on the pricing level front was Prologis European Logistics Fund whose debut
12yr benchmark printed 65bps inside IPTs and 45bps through its existing sub-benchmark
curve, which trades much wider than the curve of its US parent company Prologis Inc
despite being rated the same.
continued page 6
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d
Elsewhere, Repsol (EUR1.5bn PNC6/PNC8.5yr two-part) issued riskier hybrid debt flat to fair
value, with the deal marking just the second hybrid offering since early Feb and since
secondary spreads blew out amid the Covid-19 pandemic after seeing Firmenich out the
week before.
And like Firmenich, investor demand was strong (EUR11.5bn+) for Repsol, and that allowed
the borrower to ramp in pricing 75-82.5bps from IPTs.
The tight pricing levels last week didn't stop investors throwing cash at the paper on offer
with combined books for the EUR9.25bn of issuance finishing up at EUR61bn, with an
average cover ratio of 7.26x.
Again, it was PELF that stole the show where its EUR500m no grow trade could have been
sold 17x over whilst Friday's trades from Schneider Electric and Covestro received a postECB boost and were covered by 10x and 10.9x respectively.
Flagging some slight caution was Alliander's EUR500m no grow 10yr that saw some acute
pricing sensitivity during the execution process. Whilst the deal was comfortably covered,
the book on the trade fell to a final EUR3bn from a peak of EUR5.6bn, after pricing was
ramped in 50bps from IPTs and the deal printed around 17bps through the borrower's
existing curve.
In the secondary market, the week's trades (excluding Friday's duo) were almost all bid
inside their respective reoffers on Friday with the exception of Danone's EUR800m which
was bid around its landing spread.
With secondary spreads ramping tighter following the ECB's additional stimulus package
announcement and with investors throwing cash at the latest batch of deals despite tight
pricing levels, the coming week could be very busy indeed.

Back to Index Page

A number of issuers are said to be looking to go and secure cheap funding to help plug gaps
in earnings amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, with another partial European holiday on Thursday (Corpus Christi), the optimum
issuance window is once again reduced. That in turn means we could see a front-loaded
week as issuers look to get in ahead of the holiday which is likely to be bridged into the
weekend by some market participants.
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MXN Still Compares Favourably on Carry Basis, as Hunt For
Yield Returns
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst
MXN rallied most of all EMs in May, as investors reverted to hunt for yield
Investors' attitudes to Emerging Markets and wider risk assets have improved in recent weeks as
they look beyond lockdown restrictions and weak economic data and revert to a hunt for yield, amid
lower volatility.
The Mexican Peso was the biggest beneficiary of this hunt for yield among EM currencies in May
and recorded its best month in more than 25 years, as USD/MXN shed 9%, 3ppts more than the
next greatest losses recorded in USD/RUB.

One- month implied Peso volatility has fallen by more than half since March
Carry gains are typically eroded by high volatility, which notably diminished the Peso's appeal in
February and March and contributed to a 20% slump (vs the Dollar) in the first quarter, exceeded
only by a handful of other EMs - the RUB, ZAR and BRL.

Lower nominal and real interest rates has been the general trend for 2020 so far as central banks
have stepped in to try and shore up their economies in the face of the coronavirus crisis, but thanks
to a relatively modest 175bp of cuts from Banxico ytd, together with a drop in inflation in recent
months, the MXN still compares favourably on a carry basis. Indeed, Mexico still has one of the
highest rates globally in both nominal and real terms, at 5.50% and 3.35% respectively - the latter
has, albeit, come down from 4.40% at the end of 2019.
Back to Index Page

As illustrated in the following dashboard, one-month implied volatility for the Peso has fallen by
more than half in the past two months, back to levels last seen in early March, reaching almost
17% and breaching the 100-dma for the first time since February in the process, Still, the
currency's expected swings are well above historic norms (started the year near 6% and was as
low as almost 3% in early 2008) and this has prompted some caution from analysts that volatilityadjusted carry returns, while higher than the March bottom, remain below levels before the
pandemic.
continued page 8
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Emerging Markets - cont’d
MXN expected to remain supported by its yield advantage
Having clawed back a large chunk of the March losses, the Mexican Peso is now at a crucial
juncture - and this is in fact true for most EM FX. Whilst oversold conditions suggested a bounce
was justified after the broad sell-off in March, it may be harder for the Peso and EM FX in general
to sustain advances (or rather for USD/EMs to sustain the downside) given the vulnerable
economic backdrop, unless there are fresh risk-on impulses, such as upside surprises to global
economic data and improvements in COVID-19 figures in the hot-spots.

Furthermore, the oil price collapse and lower taxes will likely push Mexico's debt higher, despite
tight fiscal policy. As of 2019, Mexico's fiscal budget deficit improved to 1.6% of GDP from a year
earlier, the narrowest since 2017, but analysts surveyed by Bloomberg look for the deficit to jump
to the 4.3% of GDP by the end of this year, the widest since at least 1995.

Working in its favour, the Peso does ultimately have a yield advantage, as we have already
highlighted, and this should continue to offer support to the Mexican currency as concerns over
the path of inflation ensure the central bank continues to proceed cautiously with rate cuts, to
avoid threatening financial stability.
In its latest quarterly inflation report, released in late May, Banxico sees CPI running above the 3%
target at 3.5% in Q4 and accelerating to 4% by mid-2021, before slowing back to 3% by the end of
2021. In line with market pricing, economists in the latest Citibanamex survey forecast the
benchmark rate to end the year 100bp lower at 4.50%.
...But domestic risks remain and may threaten sustained gains
However, carry appeal will not be the sole determinant of the MXN's fortunes. Domestic risks
remain as well. Like many of the world's economies, Mexico has been hit hard by the dual
challenges of the coronavirus pandemic and low global commodity prices, but with President
AMLO steadfastly ignoring calls for stimulus, Mexican GDP forecasts for 2020 are some of the
most bearish we have seen among Emerging Markets.
According to the country's central bank, the economy could contract as much as 8.8% this year,
which would be the worst performance since a 16% slump in 1932. Even in the best-case
scenario, the economy will still shrink 4.6%, the most in over a decade. Signals from the data that
the slump will not be as deep as feared would thus be important for Peso gains beyond the nearterm. Depending on the shape of the rebound and whether it is a so-called V-shaped or a Ushaped recovery, Banxico expects GDP in 2021 to range from -0.5% to +4.1%.

Back to Index Page
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Emerging Markets - cont’d
The slide in oil prices has already forced Moody's to cut Pemex to junk; the state owned oil
company is one of the reasons for the dim sovereign outlook held by rating agencies that could
lead to further downgrades for Mexico in a scenario where debt continues to rise and the fiscal
deficit widens further – thus, posing a threat to capital flows and the Peso. S&P already has a
negative outlook on the sovereign rating.
This could explain why investors are the least bullish on the MXN in 3-years. Per CFTC data on
IMM positioning, outright long MXN positions have plummeted from near record highs above
230k at the end of 2019 to below the 50k mark, last seen in early 2017. Whilst these positions
have picked up from their March lows, outright short positions have also risen and at a greater
pace of late to prompt two weeks of marginal net short positioning last month (first net shorts
since late 2018) - see dashboard.
Additionally, since March, ytd foreign holdings of Peso-denominated debt have been net negative
and have consistently deteriorated on a weekly basis, to -USD12.1bn in the third week of May,
the most negative since 2016, according to data from the central bank. According to EPFR data,
net cumulative inflows for Mexico focused bond funds, meanwhile, look to have entered a phase
of moderation since February, but this is in keeping with the wider EM trend - see dashboard.
Charts suggest a USD/MXN downside extension to 21.344 next, potentially 19.902-20.237
As previously outlined, we expect the Peso's strong carry and low volatility to continue supporting
the currency, as long as global optimism holds out, but for gains to be sustained much will depend
on local risks, as much as global factors. The economic outlook has grown increasingly bleak for
Mexico, but this does create scope for some upside surprise.
USD/MXN has retraced over 50% of its rally from mid-February to early April, when it reached a
record best of 25.785 and according to the charts, an extension to the 12 March low of 21.344 is
awaited next, which would then open the 19.902-20.237 zone. Only above 22.844 averts.

Back to Index Page

• Extends the decline from the two-month top under 25.785 (6 April record top) towards 21.344
(12 March low, near 61.8% retrace of 18.524/25.785 rally)
• With studies deteriorating, a downside break would risk extension to 19.902-20.237 (twomonth top target, 2 March former high and 76.4% retracement)
• Bulls must regain 22.489 (27 May high) then 22.844 (27 March low/recent top trigger) to offer
relief to 23.279 (21 May high)
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US Investment Grade: Slow(er), But Steady
By Ken Jaques
Over the past decade, June ranks as the tenth busiest month of the year, averaging a mere
$74.214bln in ex-SSA issuance – we're already more than half way there ($48.2bln). But that
was then, and this is now. Whereas, coming into last week, monthly ex-SSA issuance volume
has averaged $90bln over the past 10 years, year-to-date, monthly issuance is averaging
$207bln. That's why this month's average estimate of $115.6bln, seemed like a return to
relative normal.

However, with the Street expecting, on average, last week to produce $33.1bln in new exSSA issuance, a decline of $16.3bln from the y-t-d weekly average of $49.4bln, many were a
little surprised to see $48.2bln price. Not only did that top the average weekly estimate and
nearly maintain the y-t-d weekly average, it also came close the highest estimate for the
week of $50bln.

Even the nationwide protests and rioting over the senseless killing of George Floyd at the
hands of a Minneapolis police officer, couldn't slow down issuance last week, as COVID-19
testing sites have been temporarily closed in some cities, threatening a resurgence of the
spread of the virus. Although, that just may have been the reason for more issuance than
expected.

However, as rates are rising, corporate spreads are tightening. Spreads narrowed by another
4bp Thursday to +170bp, that's a 17bp tightening last week alone and a 231bp tightening
since that fateful day back in March. Though still 69bp wider on the year, we have not seen
spreads this tight in two months.

As spreads have tightened, the cost of funds has declined. The average NIC for last week
came in at -4.14bp, compared to an average NIC in March of 31.17bp; of 21.78 in April; and
9.56bp in May. On the year, the 1,102 tranches that have come to market, have priced with
an average NIC of 15.06bp.

That too, may have something to do with the constant stream of corporate issuance we
have seen, as borrowers try get in before rates rise any further. Less than six months into
the year and ex-SSA issuance stands at $1.085.760bln - less than $7bln from the annual
average estimate of $1.092.500bln - that's nearly 100% (97.4%) more than came to market
at this time last year. As a matter of fact, with the exception of 2017 (1.5%), it is 1.7x more
than has ever priced in the first half of any year in the last decade - and probably further
back - and we haven't even reached the end of the half yet.

As investors, encouraged by the reopening of the economy, reach for riskier assets,
Treasuries are paying the price of the rotation. After rising Thursday (7bp) after the ECB
boosted its emergency bond-buying program by more than expected, raises the risk of more
inflation, the 10yr benchmark note yield climbed even further overnight and into the open
to 0.87%, a level not seen since the unofficial declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic on
March 23.

Back to Index Page
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SSA Snapshot: Italy’s Record Breaker Stands Out Amongst
Deluge of Demand
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
In a week where the ECB announced an expansion and extension of its quantitative easing
measures, euro SSA supply picked up to EUR18.5bn compared to EUR13.63bn in the
previous week.
That tally, of course, was given a big boost by Republic of Italy's latest record-breaking
syndicated BTP with the EUR14bn Dec 2030 line accounting for 75.7% of the asset class'
weekly haul.
Italy’s latest deal also stole the show in terms of orders by attracting the biggest demand on
record for any single tranche SSA transaction in euros at EUR107bn+ (EUR108bn+ peak).
That surpassed Spain's own 10yr (EUR15bn 1.25% Oct 2030) which saw demand of
EUR87bn+ at the end of April and remains the largest ever syndicated sovereign bond on
record.
Spain paid up with the final NIC seen at 13-14bps whilst Italy's trade was more cost
effective, showing how conditions have improved as central banks continue to pledge
support for economies in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Italy's trade landed 6bps
inside IPTs at BTPs +9 which equated to a final pick-up of ~6bps versus the sovereign’s
existing curve.
The strong demand last week wasn't limited to Italy though, with the other deals from
the European Union as well as CEE sovereigns Estonia and Hungary all flooded with orders.

The former, making its first visit to the international debt market since 2002, secured orders
of over EUR7.7bn (EUR8.5bn) with investors keen to gain exposure to the rare name which
is one of the least indebted economies in the EU. The m/s +30 reoffer marked the tightest
benchmark transaction of any CEE sovereign issuer since the Covid-19 outbreak.
Hungary saw a slightly smaller book of over EUR7.25bn but was more than sufficient for the
borrower to ramp in pricing an eye-catching 50bps from IPTs and issue the trade just 5bps
back of where leads were pitching fair value. The borrower became only the second CEE
sovereign to sell Green Bonds, following Poland, which sold the first ever sovereign green
bond back in 2016 and has since sold a further three bonds in green format.
Rounding off the week's supply was the EIB (EUR1bn 20yr Ecoop) which printed on Friday
following a complete blank on ECB Thursday. The borrower amassed demand of EUR1bn
which saw the borrower squeeze in pricing 2bps from IPTs to land with a minimal premium
of 1bp.
With last week's issuers having seen such huge demand and pricing their deals at attractive
levels, there are sure to be more borrowers looking to hit the market in the near future.
They will also have taken heart from the rally in govvies seen on Thursday, led by BTPs,
following the ECB's announcement that it is expanding its PEPP by EUR600bn and extending
until at least Jun 2021 whilst also reinvesting maturing PEPP bonds until the minimum of
year-end 2022.

The former saw the biggest cover ratio, where its EUR500m no grow 15yr line could have
been sold over 14x. That allowed the borrower to borrower to shave 3bps off IPTs and print
the trade at m/s +8.

Any would-be issuers are likely to be looking at going Monday-Wednesday though with
Thursday marking a holiday in parts of Europe (Corpus Christi).

Elsewhere, Estonia (EUR1.5bn 10yr) and Hungary (EUR1.5bn 15yr) joined the 2020 CEE euro
rush and struck a chord with investors.

Away from the known pipeline, The Kingdom of Spain held a call on Friday (5th June, 11am
CET), focusing on its recently updated funding programme.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight: Bonds Sold Off After PBOC Opted For
Unconventional QE
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
On 1 June, PBOC announced several new measures to support small and micro-sized enterprises
(SMEs). The most important one is an additional re-lending facility of CNY400billion yuan to
support SME credit loans. The PBOC plans to use this re-lending facility at zero interest rate to
purchase 40% of new SME loans (with a maturity of six months or longer) issued by qualified
regional banks between March 1 and December 31 this year. Simply speaking, PBOC provides, at
zero interest rate, 40% of the funding for each loan issued by commercial banks to SMEs, while
the banks will bear the default risk of the underlying loans (chart 1).

The above-said measure was regarded as an official QE once it was announced. That combined
with PBOC's refusal to lower the 7-day reverse repo rate in the recent OMO injections suggests
PBOC, instead of lowering interest rates further, would rather loosen liquidity via other
unconventional measures. On expectations of no more rate reductions in the near term,
interbank repo rates traded upwards further (chart 2) and bonds were sold off more brutally
(chart 3) after the new measures were announced.
Back to Index Page

It's too early to say whether the bull market is already over and the bear trend is already kicking
in. Let's see what happens after a PBOC medium-term loan facility (MLF) expires on 8 June.
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Know The Flows: June Kicks Off With Record Setting Inflows
For Bond Funds
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The week ending June 3 saw EPFR-tracked Money Market Funds record their biggest outflow
since the second week of January. But, rather than chase rallying equity markets, investors have
shifted their focus to fixed income groups. They steered over $30 billion into all Bond Funds – a
new weekly record – with High Yield Bonds posting their second largest inflow since EPFR started
tracking them and US Bond Funds their biggest in over 17 years.

Efforts by European leaders to establish an $825 billion fund to support regional economies and
further support from the European Central Bank drew a response from investors going into June.
Europe Bond Funds posted their eighth inflow in the past nine weeks while Europe Equity Funds
snapped a seven-week outflow streak. There were also signs that those investors are cautiously
adjusting their outlooks for emerging markets equity and debt.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Bond Funds absorbed a net $32.4 billion during the seven days ending June
3. Alternative Funds took in $1.3 billion, Balanced Funds $1.8 billion and Equity Funds $6.1 billion
while $16.6 billion flowed out of Money Market Funds with the bulk of that coming from US
Money Market Funds.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, both Total Return and Municipal Bond Funds saw
inflows climb to a 14-week high. Flows into Indonesia and Greece Equity Funds climbed to levels
last seen in 3Q19 and 4Q18 respectively, commitments to China Bond Funds hit a 16-week high
and South Africa Bond Funds set a new inflow record.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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US 3mth/10yr Spread – Targets 89.844, Perhaps 123.653
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Completes a two-month higher base over 35.778 (22 April YTD low) on the latest break over
63.544 (7 April high)

•

Strengthening studies suggest an initial rally extension targeting the 89.844/91.311 cluster

•

Sustained widening would then re-open 123.653 (18 March, 2¼ year peak)

•

Only a failure above 63.544 and/or a return below 45.011 (15 May low) cautions and reopens 35.778

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look for spread widening targeting 89.844, perhaps 123.653 on extension. Stop under 45.011 and
consider reversing position of a break under 35.778

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

148.401
139.246
123.653
101.452
89.844

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

45.011
35.778
29.719
7.781
-17.102

Resistance Levels
76.4% retracement of 211.415/-55.595, 2016-2019 fall
2018 peak – 5 February
2020 peak - 18 March
20 March 2020 high
26 March 2020 high, near two-month range target
Support Levels
15 May 2020 reaction low, near 2 June 2020 low at 48.128
22 April 2020 low – base of current two-month consolidation
16 March 2020 low, near 61.8% of -29.460/123.653 rally
11 March 2020 minor higher low, near 76.4% of -29.460/123.653 rally
Nine-month rising trendline
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USD Index – Volatility Spike Hints at Wider Topping
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Sharp increase in volatility within an already mature trend increases the likelihood of a reversal
• Rapid retreat from 102.992 back into prior range/subsequent bearish MACD cross adds to the
negative tone

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to sell rallies for a target of 93.878. Above 98.645 relieves short-term pressure, but bulls
would need to regain 100.931 to strengthen.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

102.992
100.931
100.556
99.667
98.645

20 March 2020 high
6 April 2020 high
14 May 2020 high
1 October 2019 high
1 May 2020 low

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

96.430
94.650
93.878
93.193
91.728

Support Levels
200-Week MA (approx.)
9 March 2020 low
61.8% of 88.253-102.992 rally, near the 21 September 2018 low at 93.814
14 June 2018 low
76.4% of 88.253-102.992 rally
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Spot Gold – 1765.43/1796.08 Targeted While Over 1659.55
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended the long-term uptrend to 1765.43 (18 May, 7½ year high) ahead of the current
bullish consolidation

•

While dips hold the 1659.55/1670.71 zone (21 April/1 May lows), watch for the uptrend to
resume

•

A sustained clearance of 1765.43 would allow an extension to 1796.08 (5 October 2012
high), perhaps 1827.88/1844.92

•

Only under 1659.55 cautions for 1640.90/1606.98 (8/3 April lows, near 38.2%/50% retrace
of 1451.55/1765.43 rally)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips in anticipation of an uptrend resumption targeting 1765.43 and then 1796.08. Place a
protective stop under the 1659.55 higher low
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1844.92
1827.88
1796.08
1765.43
1745.40

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1689.56
1659.55
1640.90
1606.98
1569.07

Resistance Levels
14 September 2011 lower high
19 September 2011 lower high
5 October 2012 lower high
2020 peak – 18 May
2 June 2020 high
Support Levels
3 June 2020 low
21 April 2020 higher low, near 1 May 2020 low at 1670.71
8 April 2020 low, near 38.2% retrace of 1451.55/1765.43 rally at 1645.53
3 April 2020 low, near 50% retrace of 1451.55/1765.43 rally at 1608.49
1 April 2020 higher low, near 61.8% retrace of 1451.55/1765.43 rally at 1571.45
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and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2020). All rights reserved.
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